Thank you very much for your feedback. My feedback, see below. 12.06.2018

01.05.2018

-

the substance

Hello, dear all together,
the last time I was busy again and again, like a standing-up-male, the term "substance".
Chemists usually use this term. In normal parlance, the term "substance" is hardly used. In
baking and cooking we speak of ingredients.
If you then continue to research and ask yourself what "substance" is, I finally came up with
it,
that everything that surrounds us, nature with the plants, animals, the ground, the stones...
all I can touch, handle, with which I can work and operate,
is the "substance" on which everything is built,
including the human being, the spiritually loving and living on earth from the creation of
nature.
We took something from nature, our environment, and continued to research and work on it
until what we had in mind came out, including electricity.
I assume that was and is so invested in us by creation.
It only leads to ad absurdum,
if we do this,
what the earth offers us, humans, animals and plants,
mind you, not sold ;-)
the raw materials, fruits... and the materials and objects, consumer goods, cars, houses...
as ownership, view, define and sell/rent... . .
I will take the liberty of asking the question,
how can I call something my own and/or declare it my own property, where the stuff, the
material comes from my environment, that is, the substance "of everything" comes from the
planet earth.
Second showy ad absurdum.
Here I take the liberty of questioning the "interest-debt-money system".
How can it be that the child of the human being, the offspring
"debt in the form of the (natural) person/legal person as a legal entity insinuated",
immediately, when the offspring comes to earth, opens his eyes and sees the light?
a) Who agreed to this?
b) What is this assumption, hypothesis, conjecture, opinion, belief based on and/or based
on?
Did we go with the "money-value system", in a perfectly organized fooling on the glue?
What we humans can undoubtedly do, is to accept and use the gifts of the earth "in the sense
of nature", in harmony with nature and with our individual nature.
So everything should be "unjustified enrichment" in/on the "substance", also towards
humans, according to BGB §812, if one then wants to quote a paragraph.

Whether for sale and/or renting, no matter what colour, flowers, houses, automobiles, fruit,
vegetables, table, chair ... .
The Lord of creation, God ..., the earth does not issue invoices - only receipts, or shows
results, if something goes against the cosmic order.
Indisposition, state of health, denatured soils, inedible water, fruits, which have only a shell
without contents worth living, internally and/or externally deformed animals, plants, humans
... .
How did this happen? Visual speaking, the expulsion from the paradise. ;-)
Some people point to the start and the period, sabine wolf, werner johannes neuner.... .
Also in this context I find interesting the contribution of harald kautz vella, " Selfempowerment - The Way Back to Paradise" where he speaks of spiritual beings, also known
under the term "Archonten...", who have settled on earth to make further experiences for
their own development.
He speaks of these beings having three chakras, power centers, besides their minds in their
bodies.
This would mean, that if I wanted to develop as a spiritual being, I would move to where it
shines energetically to learn, like the moth flies to the light.
If I want to make myself understood as a spiritual being (with three chakras) and make my
momentary knowledge known, I am forced to open myself and transfer all my knowledge to
others, with everything that is offered or available to me at that moment by my counterpart,
here the human.
I can only do this by transferring my knowledge, my beliefs, all my know-how to the
other species, here humans (through newspapers, radio and television, schools, universities,
laws, regulations ...).
When this is accomplished then, I can observe as a spiritual entity, yes what happens now
with and in human, how does he act ... .
And what is my blockade, what did I fail because of, what is my next step ... .
Almost everyone wonders what's wrong and is irritated.
This might be the spiritually inspired loving divine spark in us, which speaks out there :-)
the fall from the fifth dimension to the third, explained by christina von dreien.
When we have let ourselves be reduced to the level of the "spiritual being with the three
chakras" and ignore our mind, the soul, the loving and the four other main chakras in our
body, we perceive or take it for bare coin, what "these beings with the three chakras" let
pronounce, present to us through newspaper, radio and television… laws, regulations …
A life without content, without meaning, a tortured organic machine, no more and no less.
Since the conscious, spiritually loving human being has seven main chakras, power
centers, he finds his own answer full of peace for himself and for everything that surrounds
him.
If I leave the path of limited vision,
I come to Joytopia, a free giving community with everything that is substance and wants to
develop from it.
From my stomach instinct, I would say, a bit better than paradise. It would be hilarious if we
hadn't developed any further in the meantime.

The tool, the transition there, to be able to pick up everything that lies in the drawers at
hand, is Gradido - with love and patience.

Kind regards …
erika
p.s.
this form comes sporadically when findings come to light
more you can find on the german page
if this is not what you want, just let me know
I hope, I found the right words in english
in own affair ;-)
thank you very much
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Supplement to 05.05.2018
If you want to know more about the state of health and the possible effects,
about the background knowledge of the story "Harry Potter ...",
about the alien movie (screened in cinemas over 40 years ago, the title..., pregnant man,
gives birth to an alien)
Harald Kautz Vella 2015 Impulse fuer die Neue Zeit
Tip, with the VLC media player, playback, speed on slow (fine) and with headphones. ;-)
books - Symbolkräfte der Anda Te

Thank you very much for your feedback, dear a....,
well, it's a little text, [constructive and appropriate to the soul, after the ww feedback ;-) ] .
What it comes down to, we are allowed to use everything that "Mother Earth" makes
available to us.
Sell, lease, rent, subject to a money-value system,
would mean, subjecting the earth (including yourself), to what comes from the origin of
this planet and which is substance of everything we touch, touch, eat ... .
How do you want to pay the earth and/or what do you want to give the earth to balance?
In short, the balance is to feel, to think, to act in the cosmic order, a spiritual, soulful, loving
of light- and nature entity, and there is no "money-value system".
When you understand this, that has passed over into flesh and blood ... you realize that
everything, also you, is connected with everything, also with earthly matter, the substance.
Kind regards …
erika

Cool, dear a....,
everyone here knows what you're talking about.
The state (content: spirit, three chakras) has, makes, can declare only the (natural)
person/legal person as subject, not the human.
The human belongs, from earthly seen, to the substance.
The state describes itself as fiction, see
"The Fiction in the public law" for the burgher.
Public Law Writings, Volume 742,

or jean-claude juncker.

Kind regards
erika

Now you can also grasp, why leonard lansink has been throwing the bills into the trash, for
years and days, in the crime series "Wilsberg". In the crime series he plays a librarian and
detective, after which he has hung up or quit his job as a lawyer. Entertainment
shows can also be informative and/or thought-provoking. ;-)

If you like and you are able to do so, donate … in accordance with the cosmic order, so that
it corresponds to your inner deep song.
And if you like, be a loving keeper of cosmic order, harmony, for yourself a/o for others.

